
Treat you customers’ payment information as thoughtfully as you treat your patients’ medical records. 

Now you can keep their payment information separated with Converge.  

Medical care providers have a lot of data and 

patient information to track. Your practice has likely 

invested in a world class software or service that’s 

tailored to help you serve your patients but that 

software or service may not be optimized to help 

you accept payments. Whether you are an 

optometrist, dentist, family doctor or hospital 

administrator – it’s likely that you want to keep your 

patient information on a secure platform dedicated 

for patient care and need a separate way to accept 

payments easily. That’s where Converge comes in. 

Converge is a cloud-based, secure, payment 

platform which enables you to accept payments 

from nearly anywhere with just your computer and 

internet connection. Healthcare organizations like 

yours choose Converge because we can help you: 

1. Accept payments over the phone 

2. Accept payments on your website 

3. Send online payable invoices and quotes 

4. Accept Recurring Payments 

5. Accept Installment Payments 

6. Save card information to bill patients late 
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Save Your Patients’ Information 
Your relationship with your patients can last one visit to nearly a lifetime depending on 

the practice you lead. If you would like to save your patient’s credit card, Health 

Savings Card, or Flexible Savings Card for their next visit, then Converge can do that 

quickly and securely. We have a built-in Customer Manager feature which allows you 

to save payment data and tokenize it for your patients’ protection. By tokenizing the 

data, you’re saving a version of that card information that can never be used 

anywhere but your business. In the event your website is breached, your patients’ 

card information is safely stored on Converge’s secured servers. 

Save Your Business’s Cash Flow 
Cash flow is an important part of any business but for healthcare businesses, this is 

an incredibly difficult problem to solve. With healthcare costs rising and more 

patients needing to pay in installments to handle their medical needs, making 

payments quick and simple can help your practice get paid earlier.  

Create customized payment plans by setting your patients up for installment payments. 

This feature is built right into Converge. Accept installment payments by credit card, 

debit card, or ACH. Converge has an additional feature called Account Updater which 

helps flag expiring or expired Visa and Mastercard credit and debit cards 5 days before 

a payment is due. Now, your staff can get in touch with patients to update their billing 

information before a payment is missed.  

Send quotes and invoices so your patients can easily pay online. If you have a 

sophisticated website and need a way to process payments once your patients log in 

to manage their bills, Converge can also integrate with your website to process 

payments online as well. 

We make it possible.  

You make it happen.  
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